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INVITATION TO A LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

CME/CPD CREDITS: 2 POINTS*

MAY 26TH, 2017, FRIDAY
19:00 – 21:00
LT I, THE PRINCE PHILIP DENTAL HOSPITAL

Faculty of Dentistry
The University of Hong Kong

Sponsored by Modern Dental Laboratory
Mr. Karsten Klimmek is one of around 30 American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry (AACC) accredited technician in USA.

His advanced educational background also includes German Master dental technician (MDT/BA Sc. Dental Technology), German CDT and LVI Global Fellowship.

Mr. Klimmek is a continuing education speaker at the Smile Source and AACC 2018/2017 events.

Abstract: The days of noting on a lab slip: "please make an aesthetic crown - shade A2" are far behind us. Contemporary standards of care in aesthetic dentistry dictate optimal outcomes. In this high stakes arena, communication between the doctor and their most invaluable ally, the technician, is at an all-time premium.

This 2-hour course will review the historical/analogue strategies of laboratory communications and discuss which of these still have value or merit. Most critically, the audience will be exposed to the digital advances that have moved laboratory communications to a new standard. Topics like smile design and case presentation, case planning and deployment, shade mapping and selection, and general improvements in results through accurate data collection and communication will be presented and explained via actual case reviews.

Refreshments at 16:00

*Accreditation Pending
† Limited complimentary registration available from Modern, please contact +852 3766 0760 for details
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